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definition of a conspiracy itself is a collaboration. The common law of nations historically has recognized a right
of private recovery for treble damages against conspirators. Pennsylvania v. West Virginia, 262 U.S. 553, 593, 43
S.Ct. 658, 67 L.Ed. 1117 (1923). * * * * * * The evidence provided by the plaintiffs provided ample evidence upon
which the jury reasonably could have concluded that the defendants conspired in violation of the Sherman Act.
Therefore, the jury's verdict that the defendant McKinney and the defendants Mackie and Howard conspired to
monopolize the Class *306 A exhibitor market is affirmed. III. Severance The defendants seek a new trial on the
basis of the District Court's severance of the issues regarding the American Greetings conspiracy, the McKinney
indemnity, and Howard's liability based upon the jury's finding of the conspiracy to monopolize the Class A
exhibitor market. The defendants contend that the Court's failure to rule on these issues was error. The District
Court did not, in our view, abuse its discretion by refusing to rule sua sponte on the issues of indemnity and
Howard's liability. Even if we were to assume that the Court erred, the defendants still have failed to demonstrate
prejudice. The judgment on the issue of indemnity was based on the Court's finding that Howard was a joint
tortfeasor. We have affirmed that finding. Thus, in affirming the judgment against the defendant McKinney, and
finding Howard a joint tortfeasor, we necessarily have also affirmed the judgment against the other defendants
based upon the finding of a Sherman Act violation. Thus, we find it difficult to understand the defendants'
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